
THESIS SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

On the other hand, systematic literature review is a well-planned review to answer specific research questions using a
systematic and explicit methodology to.

The body of your research may also include additional sections that do not necessarily form a part of its
organisational structure. However, this is not straightforward. Debates, conflicts and contradictions: where do
sources disagree? Webler and Tuler found strong differences of opinion between participants that they
selected from ten case studies, about what constituted a "good" participatory process. It can happen
accidentally, for example, if you are careless in your note-taking. For example, you could use a table to
display the key differences between two or more: possible theoretical perspectives;. The mailing list had
contacts. Descriptive data are presented as frequencies and percentages. Nevertheless, there are some essential
steps that apply across all disciplines and that you should ensure you follow: Do not simply describe the
opinions of writers Analyse, analyse, analyse, and ensure that your analysis is critical what have the writers
missed; where does your opinion sit with theirs, etc. Structure the body of your argument using various
techniques Your structure should be organised based on thematic areas, key debates or controversial issues,
and according to methodological approaches. Stakeholder participation for environmental management: a
literature review. Often hand searching of journals will reveal ideas about focus, research questions, methods,
techniques, or interpretations that had not occurred to you. Is this article helpful? The focus of the Study Guide
is the literature review within a dissertation or a thesis, but many of the ideas are transferable to other kinds of
writing, such as an extended essay, or a report. How do you write a dissertation literature review? Often, the
literature review will end with a statement of the research question s. The example combines the thematic and
chronological approaches. When to stop It is important to keep control of the reading process, and to keep
your research focus in mind. How does the publication relate to other literature in the field? Feeling
overwhelmed by your literature review? Is there a scholar that agrees with your view? What are the key
theories, models and methods? You can find out how many times an article has been cited on Google
Scholarâ€”high citation counts mean the article has been influential in the field. A good literature review will
also state the arguments to be made, as well as underlying rationale that underpins these arguments. Do you
have any comments on the methodological approach, the theoretical argument or the general hypothesis? Am I
looking at issues of theory? Remember that there are hundreds â€” or in some instances, thousands â€” of
sources or perspectives concerning any subject area or topic. Like it or not, a literature review is an essential
part of any academic piece of writing, as it demonstrates to your tutor or reader that you have a nuanced
understanding of the sources concerning your research area or question. Make sure that your sources are
balanced; include enough books and academic journals and any useful published work from reputable
scholars. You will have to evaluate which sources are most valuable and relevant to your questions. Useful
linking words and phrases include: similarly, there are parallels, in convergence withâ€¦ When there is
disagreement, you may want to use any of the following: However, conversely, on the other hand, diverges
from, antithetical to, differential fromâ€¦ 6. There were more respondents than institutions because some
institutions have several PhD programs and thus several program directors. Write the conclusion The
conclusion of a dissertation literature review should always include a summary of the implications of the
literature, which you should then link to your argument or general research question. Source: Reed, M.
Therefore, a SR represents a new research contribution to society and is considered the highest level in the
hierarchy of evidence in medicine [ 3 ]. It may also focus on historical considerations. Instead, try to
paraphrase quotations and only use direct quotes if it really helps to illustrate your argument. Be very selective
Not every piece of research has to be reviewed. Wherever possible, use original source material rather than
summaries or reviews by others. How did they go about answering a particular research question? Try to
analyze patterns, turning points and key debates that have shaped the direction of the field. Although it may
seem arbitrary, the literature review helps to persuade the person reading and marking your assignment that
what you have written about is relevant and your arguments are justified and worthwhile.


